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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of broadband acoustic wave propagation in
shallow water in the presence of inhomogeneities has at-
tracted increasing attention in recent years, with one of the
more important sub-topics being the study of the intensity
fluctuations of the acoustic field due to nonlinear internal
waves.1–6 In particular, the frequency dependence of the vari-
ability of sound propagation in shallow water is of interest
and is closely related to the spatial and temporal variability
of physical oceanographic entities such as internal waves.
We have recently presented studies6 showing the frequency
dependence of the refraction of horizontal rays, that corre-
spond to specific acoustic normal modes, using the
Weinberg-Burridge formalism.7 In our previous
theoretical8–11 and experimental2 papers, we showed that for
an acoustic track placed approximately parallel to the wave
fronts of internal solitary waves �ISWs�, significant horizon-
tal refraction takes place, leading to rather remarkable inten-
sity fluctuations due to the “focusing and defocusing” of the
horizontal rays �HRs� during the passage of the internal wave
solitons.

In the present paper, we consider this frequency depen-
dence in more detail, both theoretically and using further
experimental data from the SWARM’95 experiment.3 In par-
ticular, we consider the frequency dependence of the fluctua-
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tions of the modal intensity as a function of geotime. It was
noted6 that the shape of the amplitude dependence on fre-
quency for different modes repeats the shape of the fre-
quency dependence of the refraction index in the horizontal
plane for a given mode number. Because this behavior is
intuitively clear, our previous paper did not present a formal
explanation of this phenomenon. In this paper we give an
explanation in ray language, and point explicitly to the areas
in the horizontal plane where we can observe such behavior.
Additionally, we compare theory with experimental results
obtained in the SWARM’95 experiment for different posi-
tions of the sources, frequency bands, and time periods.

We start by considering the properties of sound radiated
by a point source in the horizontal plane, using the
Weinberg-Burridge “horizontal rays and vertical modes”
formalism.8 To do this, we construct a diagram �Fig. 1�,
where, in the horizontal �XY� plane, the wave fronts of the
internal solitary waves �ISWs� are placed parallel to the X
axis, so that the ISW train propagates along the Y axis. We
place the acoustic source at the origin. We will be interested
in the dependence of the propagation on the horizontal angle
� between the X axis and the direction of the acoustic track.
We then divide the horizontal plane into four quadrants. Be-
cause we are only interested in forward scattering, and due to
the left-right symmetry of the forward scattering, we need
consider only the first quadrant as shown in Fig. 1. The sec-
tors that we divide the first quadrant into are denoted by
different radial lines, defining an angular region between the
direction of the internal wave front and a given acoustic
track. They are also marked by different acronyms. We now

explain the meaning of these sectors and their acronyms.
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The large sector denoted by MC is the angular region
where mode coupling is expected to play a dominant role as
a mechanism of sound fluctuations. In this region, the sound
signals cross numerous different crests of the ISW train. A
simple estimate of the amount of mode coupling one sees in
this sector is determined by ratio of the mode cycle distance
L �which is roughly the ray cycle distance, plus a small cor-
rection for beam displacement� to the quasi-period � of the
ISW, taking into account the changing projection of this
length with horizontal angle. We note that if L sin � /��1,
there is no appreciable mode coupling, whereas if
L sin � /��1, we will have substantial coupling. For typical
conditions, L�1 km and ��600–700 m, so for angles �
�45° we can suppose that mode coupling is small.

The large sector denoted by AD refers to the region
where the propagation is mainly adiabatic. In this region,
little mode coupling or horizontal refraction takes place.

The third sector we identify is where the effects of hori-
zontal refraction are significant. This sector is divided into
two subsectors. They are referred to as the HF �horizontal
focusing� region, where the focusing of the horizontal
�modal� rays can occur,10 and the HR �horizontal refraction�
sector outside of this region, where horizontal refraction still
occurs �and is comparatively small� but focusing does not.

It will be shown that in the aforementioned sectors,
sound fluctuations have different behavior. For example, in
sector AD, the intensity fluctuations, which are caused by the
vertical broadening and narrowing of the effective channel
by perturbations of the thermocline level, are of the order of
1.5–2 dB. Value of fluctuations in sectors HR and HF are
substantially different, as will be discussed later.

In order to clarify the above in terms of horizontal ray-
vertical mode theory, we next examine the behavior of rays
in the HF and HR sectors in Fig. 2. The XY plane is shown
again with the internal wave crests propagating in the Y di-
rection. Two regions are identified. A focusing ray is shown
in the HF region. In the HR region, three ray rubes are shown
having variable ray tube cross sections �A. For a homoge-
neous environment, the rays are the same at all the angles �as
shown by the solid line, R1�. If we consider a ray tube with
cross section �A when an acoustic source is at the peak of an

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the regions of acoustic phenomenon
occurring in relation to the propagation track relative to the propagation
front of the internal waves.
internal wave �corresponding to the maximum displacement
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of the water layer toward the bottom�, we have defocusing,
whereas when an acoustic source is in a trough, we have
focusing. These two situations can be described in terms of
horizontal rays and their ratio can be estimated. The differ-
ence between focusing and defocusing is clearly seen in the
fluctuations in the data. This was also repeated in our earlier
paper.10,11

In this paper, a more detailed examination of the ray
approximation for horizontal refraction will be presented. In
addition, we will perform this analysis with an emphasis on
frequency dependence. In our previous paper, we showed
fluctuations of the acoustic intensity for a source having a
frequency bandwidth of 30 to 160 Hz. Here we will show a
wider frequency range, using additional data from an LFM
signal that ranged from 50 to 200 Hz.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theory
of frequency dependent intensity fluctuations due to shallow
water internal waves is presented. Then a model is presented
for a shallow water channel containing internal waves with
characteristics that generally correspond to the SWARM ex-
periment wave field.1–3 Next, the experimental data from
SWARM’95 are described in detail �Sec. III� for the period
of time where the frequency dependence is observed. This is
followed by the analysis of these data. Finally, a summary
and conclusion section is provided with recommendations
for future work.

II. THEORY OF FLUCTUATIONS AND FREQUENCY
DEPENDENCE

In establishing the theoretical model of sound propaga-

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing the behavior of the horizontal ray tubes
for sectors HR for different positions of the IW. Positions of ISW, as well as
horizontal rays corresponding to “focusing” and “defocusing” situations, are
shown by solid lines in �a� and �b� panels. Dotted lines denote crests of
internal waves; dashed lines denote horizontal rays in the absence of IW.
tion in shallow water that is used here, we follow the theory
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developed by Ref. 10. We first consider the sound radiated
by a point source in the presence of internal solitons in the
horizontal plane, using the Weinberg-Burridge horizontal
rays/vertical modes approach. We define that the wave fronts
of the ISW train are directed along the X axis �Fig. 2�. The
ISWs are best described by their surfaces of constant density
as a function of both spatial coordinates and time. In one
popular approximation, the density surface value can be rep-
resented as a product of the first gravitational mode of the
ISW and an envelope function:

��r,z,T� = 	�z��s�r,T� , �1�

where 	�z� is the first gravitational mode, normalized by
max�	�z��=1, and �s�r ,T� is the envelope of the internal
waves �the displacement of the isodensity surface at the
depth where 	 has a maximum�. We will denote the time
describing the motion of the solitons as “slow time” and use
a capital T for it, in contrast to the “fast time” describing the
sound pulse arrival, denoted by t. Horizontal position is de-
noted by r= �x ,y�. The solitons provide a sound speed profile
perturbation free given by

�c = Qc0�z�N2�z��s�r,z,T� , �2�

where c0�z� is the unperturbed sound speed profile, N�z� is
the buoyancy frequency, and the coefficient Q is a tempera-
ture dependent quantity having the value 2.4 m/s at 10 °C
and 1.1 for 21 °C.

Our analysis will assume the sound field to be due to a
broadband source with spectrum S�
�, placed at the point
�rs ,zs� in the shallow water waveguide. Using the acoustic
vertical modes, one obtains for the pressure field

P�r,z,t� = 2�
0

�

S�
��
l

Pl�r,rs��l�r,z�e−i
t d
 , �3�

where the �l are the eigenfunctions �modes� and ql and l /2
are the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues �l=ql

+ i�l /2� obtained by solving the Sturm-Liouville problem

d2�l�r,z,T�
dz2 + � 
2

�c0�z� + �c�r,z,T��2 − �l
2�r,T�	�l�r,z,T� = 0

�4�

subject to the usual boundary conditions


�l
z=0 = 0, 
�l
z=H− = 
�l
z=H+,

�1

�

d�l

dz
�

z=H−
= � 1

�1

d�l

dz
�

z=H+
.

In the above, rs= �0,0� gives the coordinates of the source,
� ,�1 are the densities of the water and bottom, respectively,
and the Pl are the mode amplitude coefficients, which are
critical to determining horizontal refraction or mode cou-
pling �or both of these phenomena�.

Let us examine the Pl more closely, neglecting attenua-
tion for the moment. The Pl can be found via various differ-
ent approximations. For instance, they are determined by the
horizontal rays in the theory of vertical modes and horizontal

rays, or in another variant satisfy the PE equation in the
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theory of vertical modes and PE in the horizontal plane. In a
regular waveguide, at a distance far from the source �far
field� Pl�r̄ , r̄s�= i�l , �rs ,zs� exp �i�l

0 
 r̄−rs 
 � /�8��l
0 
 r̄−rs
,

where superscript 0 denotes values concerned with unper-
turbed waveguide �without ISW�. In the theory of vertical
modes and horizontal rays, we take Pl�r ,rs� to be of the
useful form

Pl�r̄, r̄s� = Al�r�ei�l�r�. �5�

�If we have several horizontal rays corresponding to one
mode coming to one receiver point, we should write a second
subindex to denote a sum over horizontal rays in �5�, see Ref.
10.�

For Al�r� and �1�r�, we get the standard eikonal and
transport equations of ray theory:

��r�l�2 = �ql
0�2�1 + �l�r�� ,

2�rAl�r�l + Al�r
2�l = 0. �6�

For the correction to the effective refraction index, �1, we
can employ an expression from perturbation theory, used in
Ref. 10.

�l = − �l�s�r,T� , �7�

�l =
2Qk2

�ql
0�2�

0

H

��l
0�z��2N2�z�	�z� dz . �8�

In our statement of the problem, the index of refraction for
horizontal rays depends only on y. This y dependence repeats
in a regular fashion, as we can see from Eq. �7�, via its
dependence on the envelope of the ISW train. It is also seen
that the coefficient �l �and in turn the refractive index for the
horizontal rays� corresponding to the lth mode depends on
frequency. The details of this frequency dependence were
analyzed in Ref. 10, and, as an example, we show the fre-
quency dependence of the horizontal refraction index �HRI�
for some modes and for conditions corresponding to the
SWARM’95 experiment �see Fig. 3�. As a result of the index
of refraction frequency dependence, we will also observe
frequency dependence of the sound intensity, and in particu-
lar a frequency dependence of sound intensity fluctuations.

FIG. 3. Frequency dependent index of refraction for horizontal rays at maxi-
mum ISW amplitude ��10 m� calculated for the first four lowest acoustic
modes.
For the SWARM’95 experiment, this frequency dependence
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of the intensity fluctuations was discussed in Ref. 6, where it
was remarked that the shape of this dependence repeats the
shape of the frequency dependence of the refraction index.
Below we explain this interesting fact in more detail.

Let us consider intensity fluctuations using the familiar
approximation of horizontal rays/vertical modes. This model
corresponds to the one presented in Ref. 6. We assume that
the internal solitons have plane wavefronts, parallel to the X
axis, and moving in the Y direction at the velocity V, i.e.,
�s�r ,T�=�s�rR ,T+ �y−yR� /V�. Here rR= �xR ,yR� is the coordi-
nate of the receiver in the horizontal plane. We will also
assume �not strictly correctly� that the shape of the ISW en-
velope does not change in time, and will denote it as �s�y ,T�.
In our approach, the parameter �l determining the medium
of propagation is a function only of y :�l=�l�y�. This greatly
simplifies our consideration of the ray pattern.

In order to carry out calculations, we need to construct
expressions for the horizontal rays. In our formalism, for
every mode number l we have a system of horizontal rays
�i.e., their trajectories�. Thus rays belonging to this system
will be characterized both by mode number and by their
horizontal launch angle. It is useful to define the tangent
vector to this trajectory; in particular, at the source this vec-
tor is �ls= �cos �ls , sin �ls�, where �ls is the angle of the hori-
zontal ray with the x axis, corresponding to the lth vertical
mode at the point of the source. The trajectories of the hori-
zontal rays �HR�, which are outgoing from the source �point
�0,0��, can be described by an equation at the current point at
the ray �x ,y� as y=y�x� or x=x�y�. We can also use other
parameters and characterize rays by their so-called ray
coordinates—the launch angle and the length of the raypath:
��ls ,s�, where the parameter ds=�dx2+dy2 is an element of
arc along the ray.

We are interested here mainly in the fluctuations of in-
tensity of the sound field. For a broadband signal, we can
introduce the spectral-modal intensity

Il
 =
2�i

�


S�
�
2�Pl � Pl

* − Pl
* � Pl� . �9�

In the approximation of a locally plane wave front 
�Pl 

�kPl, we obtain a simpler expression

Il
 =
4�

�c

S�
�
2
Pl
2. �10�

In ray theory, the amplitude 
Pl 
 =Al of the separate HRs can
be calculated as

Al�s� =
Al�s0�

�Dl�s,s0�
, �11�

where Al�s0� is amplitude of ray at a fixed point �usually
taken as near the source� and Dl�s ,s0� is the divergence of
the horizontal ray tube. This can be presented more elegantly
through the Jacobian J�s�=��x ,y� /��s ,�ls� of the transforma-
tion from Cartesian coordinates to ray coordinates

x=x�s ,�ls� ,y=y�s ,�ls�:
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Dl�s,s0� =
J�s�
J�s0�

. �12�

Thus the spectral modal intensity, propagating along horizon-
tal ray, as a function of distance is

Il
 =
4�

�c

S�
�
2�Al

0�2J�s0�
J�s�

= Il

0 J�s0�

J�s�
, �13�

where Il

0 is some reference value of the modal intensity. Its

value and the value of the Jacobian at the reference distance
J�s0� do not play an essential role because, in the following
considerations, we will focus on relative fluctuations of the
intensity.

Due to the changing position of the source relative to the
ISW train, we observe different intensity behaviors of the
horizontal rays as the ISW wave train passes by. Using Fig.
2, we will next examine intensities at two limiting positions
of the internal solitons, corresponding to strong focusing and
defocusing of the horizontal rays. Due to the motion of the
internal solitons, we observe variation of the ray pattern be-
tween these two structures. Let us first consider an area HF
where the focusing of horizontal rays can take place, and
thus fluctuations of the ray trajectories are significant. For
this case, ray trajectories can be constructed numerically for
any arbitrary shape of ISW. We can estimate the boundary of
this area if we know the parameters of the ISW train. Let the
ISWs have some amplitude �0, typically �10 m, and quasi-
period �, typically �700 m. This simple estimate gives a
limiting horizontal angle for outgoing rays �0��
�l�0
�4°.
Sound fluctuations in this area �HF� can be significant and
depend on the mode number, frequency, and position of the
receiver—thus they cannot be simply estimated. Numerical
calculations for distances �15 km �similar to the
SWARM’95 experiment� give amplitude fluctuations of
�7–10 dB. Concerning defocusing, we would remark that if
position of the source corresponds to this case, then the hori-
zontal rays go away from the area between two adjacent
solitons and so in this area there is a shadow zone.

Let us next consider the HR region ����0, with an
upper boundary that we will determine later�. Ray trajecto-
ries �denoted by dashed lines in Fig. 2� in this area approxi-
mately follow the straight lines, which would be seen in the
absence of internal waves. We can thus construct the actual
trajectory by using this small deviation to justify a perturba-
tion approach.

Of prime importance to us here is the estimation of in-
tensity fluctuations due to horizontal refraction. We will do
this estimation using the ray theory transport equation �Eq.
�13�� and calculating the divergence of the horizontal rays or,
in other words, simply calculating the cross section of the
two-dimensional ray tube. Let us now consider rays outgoing
from the source, which, as we said, are determined by the
connection between the x and y coordinates at the current
point of the ray y=y�x� or x=x�y�. We will omit the index l,
assuming for now that a given HR is for a given vertical

mode l. According to Snell’s law
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cos �ls

cos �l�y�
= 1 + �l�y�/2 �14�

and

dx

dy
= cot �l�y� , �15�

so we have

x = cos �ls�
0

y 1
��l�y� + sin2 �ls

dy . �16�

This should work, since for internal solitons, 
�l 
 10−3.
Thus our approximation is true for �ls�2–3°; for values less
than this, we would need to use another approach. For small
perturbations, but not small angles, 
�l�y� 
 �sin2 �ls, so we
have

x = y cot �ls −
cos �ls

2 sin3 �ls
�

0

y

�l�y,T� dy . �17�

Using Eq. �7� we have

x = y cot �ls +
�l�
� cos �ls

2 sin3 �ls
�

0

y

�s�y,T� dy . �18�

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. �18� is the
correction to the straight line path, which is the first term,
corresponding to absence of IW �dashed lines in Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b��. Remark that in dependence on y coordinate of the
source �y=0� with respect to the envelope, the integral on the
right side of �18� can have a different sign. More exactly, if
point y=0 corresponds to the minimum of the soliton, then
the integral in �18� has positive sign and we have the �x
�0 “focusing” situation �Fig. 2�a��. If point y=0 falls to the
maximum of the soliton, the integral has negative sign—the
defocusing situation �Fig. 2�b��.

Let us now carry out the calculations of the ray trajec-
tory and the ray intensity �cross section of the ray tube� as
influenced by horizontal refraction. Let us consider rays

FIG. 4. Recorded temperature data at WHOI vertical array on 4 August
1995. �a� From 19:00:00 to 20:00:00 GMT �case 1�. �b� From 20:00:00 to
21:00:00 GMT �case 2�. Depths of the corresponding sensors are denoted
near the curves.
emitted from the source at angles greater than the critical
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angle for horizontal focusing �ls��0. For this case, the ap-
proximate ray path is shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal devia-
tion of the ray is denoted by �x. We can see that this devia-
tion is determined by the integral of the envelope of the
solitons, simply speaking the area under the curve. Let us
assume the simplest shape for the solitons �a box�, so that
this area can be estimated as

�
0

y

��y,T� dy �
y�0

2
�19�

�here we suppose that “focusing” takes place� and so

x = y cot �ls +
�l�
��0 cos �ls

4 sin3 �ls
y = y cot �ls�1 +

�l�
��0

4 sin2 �ls
� .

�20�

Thus the ray that would go to the point R1 in the unperturbed
case arrives at R2. Without internal waves, the signal propa-
gates along the corresponding radius vector.

Now let the unperturbed length be determined by the
parameter s=�y2+ �x+�x�2. The intensity at the receiver
point without internal waves is determined only by the dis-
tance to the source and does not depend on the launch angle
in the horizontal plane. The equation for the parameter s can

FIG. 5. �Color online� Sound speed profiles, corresponding to different geo-
times at the source position, �a� case 1, �b� case 2. Depths of the sources are
denoted by arrows.
be written in the form
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s�y� = �
0

y ds

dy
dy = �

0

y

�cot2 ��y� + 1 dy

= �
0

y 1 + �l�y�
��l�y� + sin2 �s

dy . �21�

Using the smallness of the perturbation to the refraction
index

s 
1

sin �ls
�

0

y �1 +
�l

2 sin2 �ls
� dy =

1

sin �ls
y

+
�l�0

4 sin3 �ls
y , �22�

and so we get

FIG. 6. �Color online� Recorded sound sources signatures measured at 1 m. �
�c� Airgun at 30 m depth. �d� Airgun spectrum at 30 m depth. �e� J15 at 15
that while the airgun signature is depth dependent due to the bubble pulse,

FIG. 7. Fluctuations of sound energy per pulse in normalized units f

�b� T=20:00–21:00 GMT. Positions of the sources for the cases �a� and �b� are
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y  s�sin �ls −
�l�0

4 sin �ls
� . �23�

We can see connection between x and s. In the same approxi-
mation

x  s cos �s �24�

and the Jacobian at the point R2 can be expressed as

J�s� =
��x,y�
��s,�ls�

 s�1 +
�l�0 cos 2�ls

4 sin2 �ls
� . �25�

We can now get the intensity in accord with Eq. �13� using
the assumption of small grazing angles at the point R2. For
the case of focusing, it is decreasing �in correspondence with
experimental data� and at a fixed s

rgun at 12 m depth from the sea surface. �b� Airgun spectrum at 12 m depth.
pth transmitting LFM sweep. �f� LFM signal spectrum at 15 m depth. Note
15 signal is independent of the depth.

rgun �top� and J15-LFM �bottom� sources. �a� T=19:00–20:00 GMT,
a� Ai
m de
the J
or ai

shown in Fig. 5.
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Il

f = Il


0 J�s0��1 +
�l�
��0

4 sin2 �ls
�−1

. �26�

For defocusing, the divergence of rays is decreasing, and so
the intensity is correspondingly increasing and proportional
to the value

Il

d = Il


0 J�s0��1 −
�l�
��0

4 sin2 �ls
�−1

. �27�

In particular, for solitons with amplitude �15 m, a value of
�l�5–7�10−4 and grazing angle �0.1�60�, we have �5−7
�10−4�15� /4�0.01�0.2–0.3 and so the ratio of intensi-
ties is If / Id�1.8–2.

Due to the motion of the ISWs, a fixed source and re-
ceiver fall into positions first corresponding to the focusing
of horizontal rays and then corresponding to defocusing—
thus we observe temporal fluctuations of the received sig-
nals. We next estimate these fluctuations as a function of the
parameters of the problem.

As to the frequency dependence of the fluctuations, this
can be seen from the expression for the correction �Il


2 = Il

2

− �Il
�2. We will consider the value of the scintillation index
SI �Ref. 12� describing relative fluctuations of intensity be-
tween maximal �defocusing� and minimal �focusing� values

FIG. 8. Acoustic intensity versus geotime, T measured by the WHOI VLA
source when placed 12 m below the sea surface �above thermocline�, and �
to be:
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SIl

2 = � �Il


2

�Il
�2� =
�Il
�2 − �Il
�2

�Il
�2 . �28�

Here �F�=1/T�0
TF dT. We note that in parts of the literature,

the SI is sometimes defined without the squared expression.
We are following the �squared� convention of Ref. 12 in this
work.

Thus, for our case, the scintillation index is

SIl

2 �

�l�
��0

sin2 �s
. �29�

According to this equation, the frequency dependence of the
scintillation index for modal intensity repeats the shape of
the frequency dependence of the horizontal refraction index
for the same mode. This dependence is shown in Fig. 3.

In the following sections, we will analyze experimental
results for SI, obtained in the SWARM’95 experiment, and
compare to the theory developed.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH
THEORY

To test the theory presented in previous sections, we
show here an analysis of data obtained in the SWARM-95
experiment, to compare with the theory. Since several papers
have previously outlined details of these measurements,1–3

we do not describe the minutiae of the experiment. Here we

ase 1. �a� Airgun and LFM signatures, �b� intensity of the received airgun
M source when placed below thermocline at 45 m below the sea surface.
for c
c� LF
only describe 2 h of collected data during 4 August 1995.
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d �c�
During each hour, two acoustic sources having different fre-
quency bands �an airgun at 30–150 Hz, and a J15-3 trans-
ducer at 50–200 Hz� were used to simultaneously produce
sound in the waveguide. One of the acoustic sources was
placed above the thermocline while the second one was
placed below. The airgun source fired every 60.03 s while
the J15 was transmitting an LFM signal of duration 30 s in
between two consecutive airgun shots. The data are pre-
sented in two geotime segments—one segment from 19:00 to
20:00 GMT that we call case 1, and the second segment from
20:00 to 21:00 GMT called case 2.

Figure 4 shows thermistor string records for these two
time segments at the receiver array. From the six thermistors
that were deployed along the vertical line array of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution �WHOI-VLA� only the up-
per water column shows the ISW activity, hence data for
depths of 12.5, 22.5, and 30.5 m below the sea surface are
only shown here. The temperature records show strong vari-
ability in the upper water column, with a decreasing trend at
lower depths. In addition to these temperature records, the
sound speed profile was measured using a CTD at the source
location at 15-min intervals during the propagation. Al-
though not shown here, these data were used in order to get
approximate values for the salinity profiles, which were
rather constant during this period. Figure 5 shows the sound
speed profiles at the source for the 2-h time intervals with the
source positions designated at different depths. During the
first hour, the airgun was placed at 12 m from the sea surface

FIG. 9. Acoustic intensity versus geotime, T measured by the WHOI VLA
source when placed 30 m below the sea surface �below the thermocline�, an
while the J15 was at 45-m depth. During the second hour, the
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airgun was at 40 m depth while the J15 was placed at 15-m
depth. We note that there is some change in the spectrum of
the airgun due to the depth change, but not the J15.

In Fig. 6 we present the source signals measured about
1 m from the source position in both cases. It is noted that
the signals are very different from each other. While the air-
gun signal has a time domain duration of �0.4 s and energy
up to 150 Hz, most of its low frequency energy components
peak around 30 Hz. The J15-3 generated a 30-s LFM signal
in time domain and its energy is between 50 and 200 Hz.

In order to address the data analysis based on our theory,
we first show the temporal dependence of the intensity inte-
grated over the pulse duration. This dependence shows the
fluctuation of signals from the acoustic sources for each geo-
time segment at the WHOI receiver array.2,6 Figure 7�a�
shows the first geotime segment �T=19:00–20:00 GMT�
when the airgun was placed at 12 m below the sea surface,
and the J15 was placed at 45 m �see Fig. 5�a��. The LFM
signals presented are seen after matched filter processing and
the airgun signal being bandpassed filtered between 20
and 300 Hz. In Fig. 7�b� the second geotime segment
�T=20:00–21:00 GMT� is shown, when the J15 source is at
15–m and the airgun is at 30-m depth, respectively. It is
noticed that the behavior of the waveguide is very similar
regardless of the location of the sound source in the water
column and for the frequencies of the different sources.
Similar results have been reported earlier to relate the inten-

ase 2. �a� Airgun and LFM signatures, �b� intensity of the received airgun
LFM source when placed above thermocline at 15 m below the sea surface.
for c
sity fluctuations of the sound signals to the index of refrac-
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FIG. 10. Received airgun signal for T=−19:15 GMT for all 16 WHOI hydrophones. �a� Raw data. �b� Bandpass filter with fc=60 Hz and BW= ±10 Hz. �c�
Bandpass filter with fc=90 Hz and BW= ±10 Hz. Dashed lines indicate arrival times of modes 1–4.
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tion. Here, we present a more through formalism in the con-
text of experimental verification of the theory.

To further investigate the experimental data, we present
the received signals for cases 1 and 2 as a summary of the
VLA in the following manner. We compress the received
signals for all the elements in the WHOI vertical array into a
single point and then stack these points in geotime for each
segment of the 2-h period �i.e., cases 1 and 2 shown in Figs.
4 and 5, respectively�. As a result, Figs. 8 and 9 are obtained.
In each of these figures, three panels are shown. In Fig. 8�a�
the source signature measurement near the source is dis-
played as a function of geotime for case 1. Spikes show the
airgun shots and in between; the darker color signals with
lower amplitude and longer duration show the LFM sweeps.
In Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� the squeezed and stacked array results
as a function of geotime are displayed for the source placed
above and below the thermocline �Fig. 8�b� shows the re-
ceived signal at the vertical array for the LFM at 45 m and
Fig. 8�c� shows the received signal at VLA for the airgun at
12 m�. Hence, Fig. 8 is a summary of the simultaneous chan-
nel response function for the channel activated above and
below the thermocline for 1 h �i.e., case 1 from 19:00 to
20:00 GMT�. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the same results for the
second hour of our data with the corresponding source posi-
tions shown in Fig. 5 �i.e., case 2 from 20:00 to 21:00 GMT�.

Several points are noteworthy in these two figures. The
most significant feature of these data is their intensity fluc-
tuations as a function of geotime. We see that the number of
oscillations of intensity and the typical temporal period be-
tween adjacent fluctuations are approximately the same in
Figs. 8 and 9 on one side and in Fig. 4 on the other side. It
indicates a direct relationship of the sound fluctuations with
the internal waves. The duration of the received signal in the
second hour �case 2 shown in Figs. 9�b� and 9�c�� is much
shorter compared to the first hour �case 1 shown in Figs. 8�b�
and 8�c��. Also as expected, when the source is placed below
the thermocline, the received signal depicts a much stronger
intensity �Figs. 8�c� and 9�c��.

Next, the temporal dependence of the intensity con-
tained in separate modes per unit frequency interval �called
spectral-modal density Il
 in Eq. �10�� is extracted from the
experimental data and is compared with the scintillation in-
dex �29�. A pulse signal received by vertical array can be

FIG. 11. Depth dependence of the first four mode functions for
T=19:00–20:00 GMT. Dots show averaged value of experimental data and
the solid lines show the theoretical calculations based on averaged sound
speed profiles for the same time.
shown as p�r ,z , t�, where r is horizontal coordinate of the
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receiver and z is the hydrophone depth. Since only a discrete
number of hydrophones exist, the sound pressure is known
only at fixed depths zj and ranges r j. However, for simplicity,
in the following analysis we omit the index. The spectrum of
the received signal S�r ,z ,
� also depends on the hydrophone
and analytic �complex� received signal, and has the form

P�r,z,t� = 2�
0

�

S�r,z,
�e−i
t d
 ,

S�r,z,
� =
1

2�
�

−�

�

Re�P�r,z,t��ei
t dt . �30�

According to our theory, it can be decomposed over vertical
modes

S�r,z,
� = �
l

Sl�r,
��l�z� , �31�

where the value Sl�r ,
�=S�
�Pl�r ,
� is called the spectral
modal amplitude.

The first step in a modal analysis of the experimental
data is to compare the depth dependence of the amplitudes
�i.e., the modulus� of the theoretical and experimental
modes. To obtain the depth dependence of the experimental
modes, we use the difference between the group velocities of
different modes vl

gr�
�. In other words we cut a narrow fre-
quency interval from the total band of the spectrum S�
�.
This can be achieved by using integration with narrow band
filtering function F�
 ,
c�.

In the following analysis we will use a Gaussian form
for F�
 ,
c�, where 
c is the middle of the frequency range
of width �
, �
�
c:

F�
,
c� =
1

�
�2�
exp �−

�
 − 
c�2

2�
2 	 . �32�

For a narrow frequency band, the time dependence of the

FIG. 12. �Color online� Time-frequency diagram for an airgun pulse at T
=19:15 GMT showing the first four modes obtained from the experimental
data. Modes 1 through 4 are numbered on the curves.
received signal can be expressed as
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P̃�r,z,t,
c� = 2�
0

�

F�
,
c�S�r,z,
�e−i
t d
 �33�

where the tilde ��� denotes the filtered experimental values
for fixed center frequency 
c. The results of the frequency
filtering for �f =10 Hz �i.e., �
=2��f� for geotime T
=19:15 GMT and 
c=60, 90 Hz, respectively, for different
hydrophones are presented in Fig. 10. The maxima in arrival
times show the arrivals of different modes due to differences
in group velocities, which can be used for mode filtering. We
then split arrival times of pulses into intervals �tl , tl+�t�,
where tl=L /vl

gr is the arrival time of mode l, and �t is the
duration of the pulse. After integration of the pulse envelope
�amplitude� we get a function of depth and frequency 
c,
which is proportional to the amplitude of mode l, denoted as

�̃l�z ,
c�:

�̃l�z,
c� = �
tl

tl+�t


p̃�r,z,t,
c�
 dt . �34�

Consequently, we receive modulus of the first, second, and
third modes, respectively.

Next we should compare the eigenfunctions obtained

FIG. 13. Filtered modes 1–4 for T=19:15 GMT
from the experimental data with the theoretically calculated
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values. For this we should normalize the selected modes us-
ing some relationship. To normalize experimental functions
to compare with the analytical ones, we use

�l�z,
c� = �̃l�z,
c���
0

H

��̃l�z,
c��2
dz . �35�

The results of mode filtering the data shown in Fig. 10�c� are
presented in Fig. 11.

Excellent agreement between experimentally extracted
and theoretically calculated modes is obtained; hence, for the
next step in our analysis the calculated modes �i.e., the eigen-
functions of Sturm-Liouville theory� are used rather than fil-
tering the experimental data as shown above.

Next the frequency dependence of modal amplitudes is
obtained. Modes represented by �l�z ,
� are orthogonal to
each other and the integral over variable z is extended from
zero to infinity �including the sea bottom�. However, the con-
tribution of the sea bottom to the modal functions is small,
particularly for the lower order modes. We can thus approxi-
mate

�
0

H

�l�z,
��m�z,
� dz  �nm, �36�

where �mn is the Kronecker delta function. According to �31�

Relative mode amplitude. �b� Modal amplitude.
. �a�
and �36�, the spectral amplitude of the lth mode can be ob-
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tained by integration of the spectrum of the received signal
as a function of depth:

Sl�r,
� = �
0

H

S�r,z,
��l�z,
� dz . �37�

The time-frequency diagram for different hydrophone depths
of the vertical line array corresponds to the modal decompo-
sition of filtered sound pressure �33� at the receiver:

P̃�r,z,t,
c� = �
l

�l�z�P̃l�r;t,
c� ,

P̃l�r;t,
c� = 2�
0

�

F�
,
c�Sl�r,
�e−i
t d
 . �38�

The value 
P˜l�r ; t ,
c�
 is shown in Fig. 12. The irregular
shape of the time-frequency curves is the result of the source
spectrum �see Figs. 6�b� and 6�d��. These “hyperbolalike”
curves coincide with the theoretically obtained values �not
shown in this plot� calculated using the aforementioned
model. Figure 13 shows the arrival time dependence of
modal amplitudes resulting from mode filtering and the cor-
responding modal spectra for modes 1–4. We note that the
modal amplitude reduces as we go from mode 1 to 4 while

FIG. 14. Relative intensity fluctuations of modes 1–4 obtained from exp
the cutoff frequency increases. The initial �or radiated� am-
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plitudes of the separate modes are determined by the source
position in the water depth. The modal intensity as a function
of frequency 
 for geotime T is

Il
�T� =
4�

�c

Sl�r,
�
2. �39�

Dependence of modal intensity on geotime for fixed fre-
quency �in this case 90 Hz� is shown in Fig. 14; similar
curves have been constructed for another frequency in the
frequency band of our sources, not shown here. For each
curve we can calculate the value of fluctuations for a given
geotime interval �e.g., 2 h here� and thus the corresponding
scintillation index. The frequency dependence of modal in-
tensity fluctuations through the scintillation index �29� can
be obtained, and for this data are shown in Fig. 15. These
dependencies, as we can see from Fig. 15, have irregular
behavior as a function of frequency. Thus we will consider
the smoothed dependence obtained by

SIl
2�
� =

��I2�
,Ti��
�I�
,Ti��2 , �40�

where �� denotes an averaged value in time. Finally, in Fig.
16 we present these smoothed curves of the scintillation in-

ental data for �a� T=19:00–20:00 GMT and �b� T=20:00–21:00 GMT.
erim
dex for two independent geotime periods, for cases 1 and 2.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A theory of sound propagation through an anisotropic
shallow water environment is presented to examine the fre-
quency dependence of the scintillation index in shallow wa-
ter in the presence of internal waves. The theory of horizon-
tal rays and vertical modes is used to establish the azimuthal
behavior of the intensity fluctuations of the broadband acous-
tic signals propagating through shallow water internal waves.

In an earlier paper6 we have shown that the temporal
variations of depth dependence of intensity of the sound field
resulted from horizontal anisotropy �referred to as the viola-
tion of circular symmetry� taking place in the presence of
solitary internal waves. In addition, we noted the similarity

FIG. 15. �Color online� Frequency dependent modal scintillation index, SI �
and �b� T=20:00–21:00 GMT. The data are shown by oscillating curves an
of frequency dependence of modal scintillation index �for
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temporal fluctuations of intensity� and the index of horizon-
tal refraction of the corresponding modes. We hypothesized
that there is a link between the two.

In this paper we have extended our consideration of the
nature of fluctuations of the sound field in directional depen-
dence of propagation relative to the wave front of the ISW.
Depending on the angle between the direction of the internal
wave front and the acoustic track, the mechanism of sound
field fluctuations is characterized by either horizontal refrac-
tion �HR� or horizontal focusing �HF�, is adiabatic �AD�, or
is a mode coupling mechanism �MC� as shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper we have presented a theory and corre-
sponding experimental results for the sector HR in Fig. 1,

modes 1–4 obtained from experimental data for �a� T=19:00–20:00 GMT
raged values �smooth lines�.
f� of
d ave
where fluctuations are caused by the effect of horizontal re-
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index
fraction or �more generally� by redistribution of the sound
field in the horizontal plane. Using a ray approximation in
the horizontal plane, in this paper we derived an analytical
expression for the scintillation index of a sound field due to
moving internal waves in shallow water.

The main feature of the frequency dependence of the
modal scintillation index �29� is the shape of this dependence
shown in Fig. 16. This figure, which is obtained from the
experimental data and corresponding to theoretical Fig. 3,
shows the relationship between the modal scintillation index,
SI, and the parameters of the waveguide. We further see that
this does not depend on the amplitude and shape of the in-
ternal waves.

Note that factor �0 / sin2 �s has a constant value for a
given sequence of sound pulses. In this connection the value
of the horizontal refraction index plays the role of an invari-
ant characteristic of a definite geographical shallow water
area, and one that determines the fluctuations of the sound
field in the corresponding conditions �i.e., HR sector in hori-
zontal plane�.

A good agreement between the experimental and ana-
lytical results in this paper, in spite of the idealized modeling
of the internal waves, is a confirmation of the fact that the
scintillation index �SI� is independent of �or weakly depen-
dent on� the parameters of the internal waves such as ampli-
tude, period, and wave number. We note further that the com-
parison between the experimental and theoretical values is
very good for the first hour �Fig. 16�a�� when there is a
distinct internal wave passing through, while it is less good
for the second hour �Fig. 16�b��, where the amplitude of the
internal waves has considerably reduced. Hence, the aniso-
tropic properties of the shallow water channel are less af-
fected by the more isotropic background internal waves.
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